
Iconic South-East Hotel - Lucindale

Hotel Freehold & Business

Hotel/Leisure

Lucindale Hotel, 28 Musgrave Avenue, Lucindale, SA 5272

Floor Area:

897 m²

Land Area:

3260.00 m² (approx)

Sold

Contact Agent
Sold: Mon 10-Jan-22
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Property Description

McGees Property is delighted to present to the market the freehold going concern of the
well known Lucindale Hotel located in the farming and wine regions of the South-East of
South Australia.

Located approximately 3 hours drive south-east of Adelaide and 90 minutes* north of Mount
Gambier, the Lucindale Hotel offers the astute buyer the opportunity to benefit from a
completely refurbished hotel.

The current owner has redeveloped and refurbished this Hotel over the last two years to
offer a modern and profitable operation. There is not a cent to spend.

Lucindale hosts the annual South East Field Days for the region every year in March which
attracts over 25,000 people to the township, as well as the Yakka Park Music Festival in
April. The Easter Tennis Tournament is held on the Limestone Coast's only lawn courts in
Lucindale . The annual Lucindale Campdraft is held in March - a uniquely Australian horse
sport, as well as artistic exhibitions and workshops with live music and local food and wines
at "Art in the Sticks" in October. The Hotel is located opposite Centenary Park which
features playground, skate park, basketball halfcourt and the Lucindale War Memorial and
Hall.

Highlights of the Hotel offering include:

- Back-to-back bar facilities
- Dining room
- Separate function/meeting rooms
- 6 gaming machines
- 5 hotel rooms
- Alfresco dining
- Beautiful fireplaces throughout
- Excellent 2 bedroom private residence with kitchen and bathroom
- Huge rear land to further develop beer gardens

The current owner has been meticulous in the upgrade of this Hotel and it represents a
great opportunity for an owner/operator to maintain and improve the business.

We highly recommend this Hotel to you and encourage you to inspect the property to truly
appreciate the offering.

To arrange an inspection of the Lucindale Hotel contact Grant Clarke of McGees Property
(RLA 1722).

(*approx)

Additional Details

Tenure Type
Vacant Possession

Lucindale Hotel, 28 Musgrave Avenue, Lucindale, SA 5272

Grant Clarke
0414806130

McGees Property - Adelaide
(RLA 1722)
Level 10/60 Waymouth Street,
Adelaide SA 5000
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